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During the 1850s, Japanese ports reopened to European 

trade, having been closed to the West for over 200 years. 

 

 A craze for Japanese design, referred to as Japonisme, 

swept across Europe and had a profound influence on 

art, architecture, fashion and gardens. The popularity of 

Japonisme was far reaching, even the relatively small 

town of Bournemouth had two stores (Beales and J.J.  

Allen’s Orient House) selling Japanese arts and antiques.  

 

Merton and Annie Russell-Cotes were fascinated by the 

lure of the East. Following their six-week trip to Japan in 

1885, they returned to Bournemouth with over 100 crates 

of artefacts and curios, which they displayed in their  

purpose-built Japanese Drawing Room in the Royal Bath 

Hotel. They employed the decorative artist John Thomas 

to decorate both their hotel and their home, East Cliff Hall 

(now the Russell-Cotes Art Gallery & Museum) in the 

fashionable Japanese style, filling the walls and ceilings 

with birds, flora, fauna and mon (Japanese family crests). 

 

  

 



In 1886, Thomas published a portfolio of 24 Japanese  
inspired engravings. It is possible the portfolio was  
commissioned by the Russell-Cotes, following their recent 
trip to Japan. Many of the images featured are almost 
identical to wood block prints by Japanese artists. Careful 
study reveals that many of the motifs featured in the  
portfolio were repeated throughout the house and hotel. 

The Japanese Drawing Room, Royal Bath Hotel 



John Thomas 

 

John Thomas (c.1826 - c.1900) was born in Birmingham, 

the son of a miller but followed his artistic ambitions by 

training as a japanner (a form of decoration which imitates 

Asian lacquer work) and studying at the Birmingham 

School of Art. In a career spanning over fifty years, he 

worked as a book illustrator, wallpaper designer and  

landscape painter.  

 

However, his specialism was highly decorative Japanese 

inspired murals. His work once adorned the walls of the 

Royal Exchange in London and the Manchester Reform 

Club. Thomas’ murals at the Russell-Cotes Museum are 

now the sole remaining examples of his extraordinary 

work. 

 

Following his purchase of the Royal Bath Hotel in 1876, 

Merton wanted to decorate his hotel with the latest  

fashions and styles, particularly Japanese motifs.  In 1881 

he employed Thomas, whom he knew from his previous 

residence in Bowdon, Cheshire. Thomas, along with his 

sons Henry (1846- c.?)  and Oliver (1840-1941), furnished 

and decorated the magnificent Japanese Drawing Room.   

 



Thomas, assisted by his sons, continued as resident  

artist. Over two years the hotel’s walls, ceilings, covings, 

glass work and furnishings were transformed. Merton  

insured that Thomas’ mural work was featured in  

numerous art journals and publications; the glowing  

critical approval served as an excellent marketing tool for 

the hotel.  

 

In what would be his final commission, from 1898 Thomas 
was employed as decorator of East Cliff Hall. Now in his 

mid-seventies, he incorporated favourite elements from 
the hotel’s decorative scheme throughout the house. 
Thomas’ age seems to have limited his input, and his 
sons, Oliver and Arthur were also heavily involved.  
Thomas does not appear on the 1901 census and it is 
likely he died before East Cliff Hall was finished. 

The Japanese garden at East Cliff Hall  





Front Cover, Portfolio of Japanese Sketches, 1886 

John Thomas (c.1826-c.1900) 

Lithograph engraving, printed by Letham Brothers 

and Co., Manchester 

 

Merton and Annie owned at least four copies of Thomas’ 

portfolio and probably presented several other copies as  

souvenirs to friends and important visitors to the Royal 

Bath Hotel. The print run of the portfolio is  unknown, 

and the only other known example of the portfolio is held 

in the National Art Library, London.  

 

This copy of the portfolio was originally given to Merton 

and Annie’s eldest daughter, Clara, on her wedding day,  

5 December 1891.  The handwritten message by her  

father:  ‘To Clara, with kind love of Mr and Mrs Merton 

Russell-Cotes, Bournemouth’ appears extremely formal. 

  

The front cover imagery  

features the mythological hõ-õ bird 

(phoenix),  symbolically seen as a  

messenger of goodwill.  

 

 

 





Plate I, Portfolio of Japanese Sketches, 1886 

John Thomas (c.1826-c.1900) 

Lithograph engraving, printed by Letham Brothers 

and Co., Manchester 

 

The central figures in this image are geisha (Japanese 

women trained to entertain with conversation, singing 

and dancing).  

 

Towering in the background is Mount Fuji, which Merton 

and Annie saw during their trip to Japan. Annie recorded 

in her journal-based book Westward from the Golden 

Gate, a spectacular sunset she witnessed over  

Yokohama. ‘There it stood in all its lonely majesty, while 

all the hues and colours imaginable were playing upon 

it ... in fact, it was so grand it was indescribable’. 

 

Perhaps inspired by Annie’s memory, an image of Mount 

Fuji was painted on the Mikado Room’s coving (across 

the Balcony) in East Cliff Hall.  

 

The sacred mountain also prominently 

features in Thomas’ illustrations in  

Westward from the Golden Gate, written 

by Annie Russell-Cotes. 

 





Plate V, Portfolio of Japanese Sketches, 1886 

John Thomas (c.1826-c.1900) 

Lithograph engraving, printed by Letham Brothers 

and Co., Manchester 

 

Katsushika Hokusai (1760-1849) is perhaps Japan's 

most famous artist.  Thomas’ portfolio appears to be 

heavily  influenced by his works, many of which would be 

unfamiliar to all but the keenest Japanese enthusiast  

during the 1880s. 

 

This image of a pair of birds sitting on a willow branch is 

loosely based on a detail from Hokusai’s Manga, which 

was originally published in 1814. Thomas has added 

more detail to the image, particularly to the elaborate tail 

feathers. 

 

Images of birds featured throughout Thomas’ decoration 

of the Royal Bath Hotel and East Cliff Hall. Merton was 

known to be a bird lover and Annie  

collected bird specimens during her world 

travels. Thomas specialised in painting 

birds, having studied birds from early in 

his career.   

 

 





Plate XI, Portfolio of Japanese Sketches, 1886 

John Thomas (c.1826-c.1900) 

Lithograph engraving, printed by Letham Brothers 

and Co., Manchester 

 

This print shows six birds perched amongst the branches 

of a cherry tree in full bloom. 

 

In Japanese culture, the brief two-week blossoming of 

the country’s national flower is a revered sight. Family 

and friends unite for the centuries old tradition of hanami 

(cherry blossom viewing). Linked to the  Buddhist themes 

of mortality and mindfulness, the  fleeting petals reminds 

the participants of the brevity and fragility of human life. 

 

Thomas utilised the iconic image of Japanese cherry   

blossom in the stained-glass windows he designed for 

the upper floor of East Cliff Hall. Featuring  swallows 

against a cherry tree backdrop, the design also features 

a  Japanese-inspired sun motif (another emblem which 

features repeatedly in Thomas’ decoration throughout 

East Cliff Hall).  

 





Plate XII, Portfolio of Japanese Sketches, 1886 

John Thomas (c.1826-c.1900) 

Lithograph engraving, printed by Letham Brothers 

and Co., Manchester 

 

The images of a squirrel climbing down a vine, five mice, 

two fighting dogs and a cat eating a rat are all  directly 

copied from Hokusai’s Manga.  

 

The illustration of a carp swimming up a waterfall, is 

common in Japanese art.  In Japanese culture the  

ascending carp is a symbol of courage and strength and 

was used particularly for Boy’s Day Festival.  

 

The intricate door plate of the Dining Room (downstairs), 

features a carp in a lily pond, in another nod to Merton 

and Annie’s love of Japanese design. 

 





Plate XXV, Portfolio of Japanese Sketches, 1886 

John Thomas (c.1826-c.1900) 

Lithograph engraving, printed by Letham Brothers 

and Co., Manchester 

 

This print is formed of Japanese mon (family crests)  

including the radiant sun and triple comma motifs.  

 

The rising sun mon closely resembles the sun designs  

featured in the covings in the Study and Red Room of 

East Cliff Hall ( across the Balcony) the stained glass   

windows on the Upper Floor rooms and the rooflight and 

mosaic designs in the Main Hall as well as the  Japanese 

Drawing Room at the hotel.  

 

Gilded mon emblems also feature on the ceiling of the 

Main Hall and Mikado’s Room. The chrysanthemum mon 

of the Emperor Meiji (1852-1912) appear on the Morning 

Room fireplace (downstairs) and around the outer edges 

of the Veranda. 





Plate XX, Portfolio of Japanese Sketches, 1886 

John Thomas (c.1826-c.1900) 

Lithograph engraving, printed by Letham Brothers 

and Co., Manchester 

 

This image depicts a flock of geese, cranes and spar-

rows swooping down onto a bed of reeds. This image 

has been taken entirely from Hokusai’s Manga.      

 

The downward trajectory of the birds brings the viewer’s 

gaze from right to left,  following the direction in which  

Japanese script is read. 

 

The image of birds in flight, popular in Japanese art, was 

a subject that Thomas frequently used in his murals at 

both the Royal Bath Hotel and East Cliff Hall. Examples 

within the museum include the covings in Study, Yellow 

Room and Red Room (across the Balcony). 

 

 





Plate VI, Portfolio of Japanese Sketches, 1886 

John Thomas (c.1826-c.1900) 

Lithograph engraving, printed by Letham Brothers 

and Co., Manchester 

 

This resplendent peacock is copied directly from the  

Japanese illustrator, Kõno Bairei (1844-1895)’s Album of 

100 Birds, published in 1881.  

 

It also bears a striking resemblance to Thomas’ gilded 

peacock frieze in the Dining Room (downstairs). Thomas 

also used peacocks extensively throughout the Royal 

Bath Hotel. 

 

From the 1860s peacocks were featured in highly  

fashionable art and interiors, due to their prominence in 

the Aesthetic art movement, which emphasised the   

beauty of ‘art for art’s sake’ and was heavily influenced 

by Japanese design.  

 

By adorning his hotel and walls with peacocks, Merton 

would be demonstrating his  

impeccable style and taste. 

 





Plate IV, Portfolio of Japanese Sketches, 1886 

John Thomas (c.1826-c.1900) 

Lithograph engraving, printed by Letham Brothers 

and Co., Manchester 

 

The figures in this print have been copied from four  

separate pages in Hokusai’s Album of Sketches.     

 

Thomas has removed several characters and then             

re-arranged them to create his own composition.  

 

It is probable he used a pantograph (an aid used by  

artists to produce exact replicas of drawings). 

 

 





Plate XVII, Portfolio of Japanese Sketches, 1886 

John Thomas (c.1826-c.1900) 

Lithograph engraving, printed by Letham Brothers 

and Co., Manchester 

 

The birds on the left of this image are directly copied 

from Bairei’s Album of 100 Birds. 

 

The basket is filled with an abundance of flowers  

including poppies (symbolising fun and frivolity in  

Japanese culture), irises (representing loyalty) and  

chrysanthemums (symbolising longevity and nobility).  

 

Floral motifs feature heavily in Thomas’ mural work 

throughout East Cliff Hall (Yellow Room, Study and  

perhaps his most stunning floral design can be seen in 

the ornate stained-glass doors that separate the Main 

Hall from the Galleries (downstairs). 





Back-cover, Portfolio of Japanese Sketches, 1886 

John Thomas (c.1826-c.1900) 

Lithograph engraving, printed by Letham Brothers 

and Co., Manchester 

 

The back-cover is decorated with a Japanese war-drum 

swathed with ivy foliage, a symbol of peace. 

 

The war-drum motif can also be seen painted on the  

Mikado Room coving and even on the Japanese Drawing 

Room souvenir. Both images also featuring a rooster,  

sitting on top of the drum. As drums were used to warn of 

a forthcoming attack, the presence of a rooster (or grow-

ing ivy) indicates that the drum has not been used         

recently and the image became an emblem of  

contentment and peace.  

 

Merton might have also liked to  

utilise the drum and rooster image, 

as the Cotes family crest that he 

adopted also featured a rooster.  

Images of the Cotes rooster can be 

seen in the Morning Room and 

Study fireplaces. 

 

 


